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A development progrrun for mc l tt:ocis of termination of
Flat Conductor Cable (FCC) to small electrical components.
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This report srunmarizes the concept development, feasibility
mciel fabrication, c^nd eievelopment tests of methods) for
terminating FCC to small electrical components;. Nvmerot.^s
concepts Were evaluated With a design philosophy of "soft
termination" or the ability to mate and unmate the FCC from
the co:npanent. The method chosen for components with scre^r
type teru^inals wgs to transition FCC to Etched Flexible
Circui Lry^ (^^'FC) wtii.ch pick up the component header^termir^al
pattern an^i `.ermin.ate through eyelets or pl8ted through
holeF in the EFC. '.Che prime concept chosen for use with
component.:: With solder terminals was to modify existing component
header^termina^s t^ utilize MIL-C-36999 type pin contacts which
mate With FCC adapters using mating socket contacts. An alternate
concept Was used for components having flattened and pierced
solder terminals . It consisted of an FCC ac:^.pter with spring
clip contacts which mated to the existing component after
slight terminal mo3ification. Test models of each of the above
te:mination concepts were fabricated utilizing typical Pxistinv
smell electrical components (rE ::ays, event indicators
svitches and c ir^:uit breakers) . ^^.velopmerrt tests we
(vibration, salt foE, humidity, thermal cycling IR, T
voltage drop).	 Test resui.ts indicated that all thr
concepts were suitable for termination of FCC Lo smal
components.
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The FCC Tc rmination Development Program
do c c ribed in this report was pe rfo rnicd by the Space
llivision of North Ain rican Itock^vell for the NAaA
Manned Spacecraft Center under Contract NAS9-
1/.1444. 1'h -^ drawings defining the teri^inatioii sys-
ten-^s developed in this program arL enclosed in this
report. The test data contained herein summarizes
the test results . Deta ilec'. test data (including test
procedures) may be obtained by requesting NR
L,abo rato 1• y Memo rai.clum Llt -?614 - 3801.
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DAp' (Aiallyl, Phthalate) - A ^harmoaetting plastic known fo^^ its excellent
rlc^ctrical and physical properties.
EFC 4J^tclicd I'l^xible Circuit) - A group of flat conduct;Qrs chemically
etched to a predetermined configuration and bonded on one or both sides
to a ilexible dielectric.	 •
Ltch Factor - The ratio of depth to side attack (undercut) of the etched '
circuit. A high etch factor is desirable.
Existing Coxn^onents - Small electrical components as presently used on
^^pollo display and control panels with terminals and header patterns designed
for use with round conductors.
	 . ^
FCCSF1at Conductor Cable) - Two or more flat conductors with controlled
spacing laminaL• ed between flexible dielectrics (sometunes called tape cable).
Hard Termination - Termination of electrical conductors to mating
interface by means of solder, weld, crimp, wrap, or. other technique.
He„ ader - The portion of the component containing the external electrical
terminalsx such as hooks, eyelets, flattened and pierced contacts, screw
type terminals, etc.
	 ,•
PCB (Printed Circuit Board) - A group of flat conductors chemically etehed
to a predetermined con figuration and bonded to a rigid dielectric.
RC -Round conductor
12CC (Round Conductor Cable) - A group of individually insulated round
conductors .
•
Ribbon Cable - A group of individually insulated round conductors bonded
or braided together in a flat parallel configuration.
Soft Termination - Termination of electrical conductors to a mating interface
by means of a connecting device which can be mated or unmated by use of a
• ^ suitable coupling method without use ° of special toiling.
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This report stunmarizes the results of a program fox • development of
xY. _tliods for terminating flat eoiiduct^or cable (1"CCj t:o small electrical
components commonly used on electrical display and cc^ntrc^l^ panels, such
as event indicators, switches, relays, and circuit. breakers.
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The program was e.ccoxnplished in, two l^h^^ses-- phase I, Concept
D+cvclopment; and Phase Ix, feasibility Model I'abric^ation and Development
'Testa. Phase I included a review of industry clata, development and selec-
tion of termination CO31c epts, material selectio113, and a• study of concept
produ^c^ibility. Numerous concepts were ,evaluated and a method selected '
for each of four typical components: circuit breakers with screw••type
• terminals; switches; relays; and event indicators with solder=type
terminals. In addition to basic requirements such as capability to meet
' present Apollo operational and environmental criteria, a basic design goal
was established that no method would require "hard termination" (solder
ox• weld) of the FCC conductors directly to thr.' component terminal. This
rE:quirement (1) eliminated further consideration of current industry
concepts that terminate the FCC to a flexible' or rigid circuit which is then
soldered or welded .L•o the component terminals, and (2) established a
philosophy of. "soft termination" or the ability to mate and unmate the FCC
from the component.
The concept chosen for termination of :1+ CC to components with sc.rew-
type terminals, such as circuit breakers (Figure 1) was the transition. of
the FCC to etched flexible circuitry (EFC), with a circuit pattern matching
that of single or multiple components. The circuits would terminate in
screw-type terminals through eyelets or plated through holes in the EFC.
The prime concept chosen for use with the , remaining type components
was to adapt from existing headers with EFG to MIL-C-38999-type pin con-
tacts which would mate to an' FCC adapter containing mating socket contacts
(Figures 2, 3, and 4). To gain the maximum data pos$ible from the Phase Il
feasibility model fabrication and tests, an alternate concept was utilized for
termination of the FCC to toggle. switches. This method used flat,. spring
clip contacts, mated to modified flattened and pie •reed terminals on the toggle
switches (Figures 5 and h). Ten samples of each termination concept were
fabricated (five each were shipped to NASA/MSC for evaluaTion and the.
rerxYaining samples were :mounted on an aluminum panel and tested by NR)*
•.
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 ?.) Devc^loprnent tests included vibration, salt fob /}^umiclity^
and thermal cycling in conjunction with electrical lrsta (i. e. ^ insul. ► tion
resistance, diel,^ctric slrenFth, and contact vc^lla^ ;u drop).
The tent results indicate that the conce^,te develc^pecl are feasible and
could he utilized in production for ter»^inatin^ FCC to small clect,•ical
components.
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l:.ircl- tr rtirinatio, tt of 1^ C:. c^^rtci^lrto r:~ t^^ ^ - ^t;^onrnt tr r • n^irt:cls.	 ^inrc nc^
suit;+talr raft-trtttrin:ctic^n tart{rc^cl^ wrrc ^::^cic^;:rc{ i,^• ;tlt inclustry 4,trvey,
cc+n>^iclr r:ctic^t^ ^^ • .^s ^;ivrrt In sc • ^ • r ral clr•i_:- spprc ► ai hc • h,	 ^^ c{rl: ► ilrcl alraly:;is
c•f trrtttinatiun cc^ncrpts consictrrrd is c^: •.'iiinccl in 1'hasr I ltrltor: \lt/SU 70-
^0•t, cl:ttrcl 15 April 1 c?7U,
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Thr concept chosen [or cahlc tc'rtt • ir.istion lu c^^ntponcnts with scre^^'-
typc tc rminals, such as circuit hrcakc rs, « • as lhr transition from the FCC
to an FFC ha^• inF a pattern ntatchi:,^; that of sin^;lc • c•r multiple component
scree• -type tcrniina l ^. Phis cc^nccpt lc • res itself to the existing simple dis-
connect ntrthocl and :;mall numhc r of to rt- tinalR inherent in these components.
The disad^ • arttag,c s of this type of to rntination is tltc t;,tntc as that of to rmi-
natinF RCC to sc 1• e^^ • -type tr r-n^inalfi ii. e. , and 'encapsulation or coatini; is
required to pravidc a tttoisturc seal). (See Figure 1. 1
The tcrtnination method selected for use ^vitl: }tiL}t - contact density
component headers with solder terminals, such as rrla^• s^ vvas to provide
an FCC adapter ti ► ith socket contacts; tr.e contact t.T FCC transition being
provided by EFC. The adapters mate to modified c^^::^pone:tt headers
containing pin contacts. The pin and socket .conta; ;s ;::ilized arc 20 gauge,
1`i1L- C
-38999
 
type reworked to remove the major p^^r:ion of the crimp harrel.
The pin contacts are terminated to the component hr:^der through use of ,
EFC, which matches the existing header confit;ura::.^:: and transitions to
a pattern matching the socket contacts in the FCC .z:::^^tcr. F3oth header
and adapter EFC are encapsulated to assure props•: ;.intact position, to
provide for moisture sealing, and to aro^ • idc struc; •,:: al rigidity required
for mating/demating hard^varc. The EFC pin ano' s : ;acct tc rmination and
encapsulation ate accomplished utili2ing precision :.^: ling. I3nvironmental	 '
sealing at the component header/FCC adapter into'- = a:e is provided through
use of a molded silicone rubber gasket in the header .F figures 2 and 3).
___ This termination concept is also utilized on the eve >w.: indicators. (See
Figure 4.
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Materials for feasibility models were selected to assure compatibility Q
with conditions imposed by design and test c rite ria. 	 The FCC and EFC '
constructions used unplatEd coppe ^• conductors insulated with Kapton film
bonc'. ed with FEP Teflon.
	
Component heade r and FCC adapter housin^a
wire fabricated using polyimide impregnateri glass fabric laminates.
Encapsulation of•relay and indicator headers and adapters was accompliRhed
with a mineral filled epoxy resin. 	 The switch FCC adapters, utilized ac ^•ylic
plastic retaine r5 and gold-plated beryllium copper contacts. 	 Sealing
gaskets were mo)ded from silicone rubber. 	 The switch seals were off-the-
.1	 shelf.neoprene O-rims.	 Bracketry was fabricated from nickel-plated
beryllium copper and attached to the adapter housi:^gs with aluminum rivets.
It is envisioned that production models would be dcsii;ned and fabri-
caters to meet all physical and environmental criteria that are no^v required
for the Apollo CSM ProFram^ such as outga5sing^ toxicity and flammability. .
The FCC would feature Kapton insulation bonded with FFF' and nickel-plate:
_	 copper conductors.	 The component adapte r_ enclo sing the FCC termination
•	 •	 •
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tc rminala^ .•► n .11tc• rn.^tc cier+ign concept waa utilized fc^r FCC to r^ninat ion.
It invol^• c•cl tl^r tiac of an FC.0 adapter ^vitl^ spring clip contacts that tt^alc•
to r^li^;htly ^i^c^dific^d rxiRtin^; flattened and pie reed to rr»inala. Thr c• nvi rc^r^-
»>^• ntal Kcal at the • FCC 1da .ptcr / r+witch hc•adcr i^rtorfacc war3 accon^pliKhrd
throcigh use at ruVbc r C7-rims inatallc• d ovc r nc^ individual switch !^ rm:nal
stand-c► ffa (Fi^;circ 5).
All componc• nta (circuit breakera^ awitches^ indieatora^ and relays)
ua^d for fabrication of teat moclele were either Apollo Block I qualification
test tpccin^e^^s or mis,cellaneoua non-flight hardware. The toggle switches
used for fe:.aibility n^odc• 1 romponenta had one terminal removed previously
^	 so only fivo to rminals we re availAble for FCC termination (Figures G and 7).
MATERIAL USAGE
Phase I
The Phase I concept evaluation models utilized FCC with tinplated 	 .
copper conducto ra insulated with polyester (Mylar) o r polyimide (Kaptonl
film bonded with aolye ate r adhesive. The models were encapsulated with	 '
clear epoxy resins that allowed visual evaluation of de g iRn concepts.
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'
In addition, it may prove adv g►ntagcous to
+1 silicone rubber sleeves around the contacts to aid in contact alignment.
::'.rd , ► s:senibly would subsequently be cove •^d with a polyitnide va rn lxh
;:;natrcl 11olyinlide glass fabric housing. Another design consideration
ui(l be multi-section molded parts using a DAP or silicone-filled molding
• ^^,^in<l. 'UhOsc pares would be designed to allow-for installation of the
,I;Aion cluviees and subsequent assembly by bonding with room or low-
: 11,11)eratute curing adhesives. The seals would be molded of silicone rubber
t :i n ria rd Q - ring. s. The mating /unmating b racket ry would . be of co r roe ton-
ant ste e l (CRES) and attached to the heade r/adapte r assembly at the
of molding or fabrication.
1' a hlo • 1 summa rizes the material usage for both program phases and
l:,t i, candidate production materials.
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ETCHED l LEX111LE CIRCUITRY (EFC)
0
EFC was chosen for ume in the pin and socket to rmination designs tin
minimize height and wright of the finished asmonibly. Its use in conjunction
with modified gill.-C-38 19 0 9 contacts afforded a lower profile than was
possible utilising RCC. A major problem in the use of EFC to replace RCC
was in obtaining a conductor which would have a current»carrying capacity
equivalent to that ;.f the component being utilized (10 amps). Normally,
ErC is fabricated using one, two, or three rails thick conductor material.
Use of a three-mil, niate,rial for 20 gauge RC equivalent would require a
conducto r width of 0. 268 inche s o r g reate r. In the intended application,
this would negate any adva. ,tage of F:FC over RCC due to the increase in the
overall width of the EFC. In order to minimise the width of the EFC and
still maintain 20 gauge RC equivalent conductors, the EFC was fabricated
with 16 ounce copper (0, 0216 inches thick). The use of material this thick
for EFC posed the fabrication problem of minimizing conductor undercut
during etching to allow minimum spacing between circuits. Another related
problem was identified during assembly of the component header and adapter
terminations when the thickness of the EFC circuit ry cawed it to lift from
the Kapton /FEP backing during the folding operation.
Somewhat similar problems were encountered In fabrication of the EFC
for use in termination to the circuit breakers, but were minimised by the
use of 7-mil-thick copper. This conductor configuration (0. 114-inch width)
resulted in a more flexible EFC, but created a much greater cable width
which was acceptable because of the circuit breaker header configuraffon.
Details of how these problems were resolved are contained in the Manu-
facturing Processes Section of this report.
CONTACTS
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A spring clip contact design was incorporated into the FCC adapters
for toggle switches because o l` its ability to coats to the existing flattened
and pierced header terminal*. Thaa only modifications made to the _switch
terminals we re to awn and charn, for than ,flattenasd portion-and .fill the pie reed
portion of the terminals to assure rateability with the clip contacts. In-
production, the switches could readilybeobtained In the rnodiffaed canf g ra.
tion from the supplier. Beryllium coppe r was selected for. that contact
material because of its con-ibinatlon of go"  w kabili y in the 1411y
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CC) ndition,	 good physical cha racte risI is N aftc- r heat 1 rvaIioivtif,	 imtl # . It•t t. ric it 
conductivily.	 cold	 flash cove t- it	 nic • kc-1 mulc-rplatc- was tiro-f! Iwratst;c• •.f it s.
cic-r„c,nt4t ralc -o d	 stsitahi lity	 its	 it	 rc ► ttlart	 ple-tl ittg	 syrcic-rtt.
MI I. -C- 38999 pin and tcoc • kul	 cuntactts UO l;augv.) we- re-	 st-h-rtt • d	 lit r l ► t.t•
in the	 relay and event indicate r tv rmWation designs brc • aust . 	 or a sho rte • t
ove rall matc-d length am compa red
 
with that of olhe r ZO pauge contact h with
known hirctory and proven reliability. 	 Contact length was	 redttc • e.rl by tc- r- 0
urinating the contact di rectly to VFC, the rc-hy allowin g removal of l Its- major
po rtion of the crimp ba rrels.
HOUSINGS
rThe use of yN o1 imide-im	 re g nate.d glass fabric for housings nn com-p	 ^.
ponent heads r and FCC adapters offered the combination of high K ,t rf'a9fh
and minimurn weight in a mate rial suitable , for use in Apullu j c+cvi rbnmvnts.
'MOISTURE SEALS
t' The	 x	 s'e breaker-attachmentc e po	 d terminal area of, the EFC to circuit 
was, conformally coated with an RTV silicone rubber using the Barrie' materials
and processes currently used on Apollo.
The seals chosen for the relay and event indicator header/adapter
interfaces were molde0 RTV silicone rubber gaskets. The gaskets are	
rinstalled in the component header half of . the termination interface. Their
design incorporates both the peripheral and individual contact seal features
prov,en reliable in the NAS 1599 connector series used extensively on Apollo.
0-rings were used as seals on the spring clip FCC adapter to togple
switch inte rface. An O - ring was installed ove r each of the switch to rminal
standoffs. Neoprene rubber was used as the O-ring material because of
availability, although a silicone or fluorosilicone rubber would be proposed
for production use.
ATTACHMENT METHODS
A series of candidate attachment methods for matins; FCC adapters to
component headers are shown in Figure 8. For simplicity of fabrication,
the feasibility test models utilized the jack screw-type of mechanism. It
consisted of metal bracketry riveted to the FCC adapter polyimide/glass
housings incorporating jack screws that mate to nut plates that were riveted
to the polimide/glass housings on the modified relay. and indicator housings
and to metal brackets on the switches.
r
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Figure 8. FCC Adapter Attachment Methods
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The use of the proposed method of terminating rccmFC to circuit
breakers resulted in a small weight saving o% -sr the presort RCC termina-	 F1
tion technique. The saving ( approximately 4 grams per component) resulted 	 Li
primarily from deletion of two ring - tongue terminals and the use of FCC
instead of RCC.	
0
Weight of the soft-termination techniques that were developed for the
other components are understandably somewhat higher than existing RCC
hard - termination techniques.
	 The FCC/event indicator feasibility model
termination showed a weight increase of approximately 16 grams ( 30 p(!r-
cent) over the existing RCC method.
	
The FCC / switch termination weight
increase was approximately 26 grams (30 percent) over the existing method,
and the FCC/relay tes'miration was approximately 2 2 grams (10 percent)
more in weight than the RCC hard - termination technique now used.
	
Weight
of the FCC soft - termination concepts utilized on the feasibility models com-
pare favorably with known methods of soft - termination of RCC 'to similar
components, such as use 'of sealed terminal junction feedthrough modules
as component headers. 	 These FCC soft- terrination techniques would result
in a nominal total vehicle weight increase (approximately 25 pounds on a
vehicle such as Apollo).
	 In addition, the inherent weight advantage of FCC
as compared to RCC (the ability to use smaller gauge FCC) and special
(shorter) pin and socket contacts would appreciably reduce the present FCC
termination profiles and weights.
TRADEOFF STUDY
The fact that terminal spacing, height, and configuration of existing
component headers do not lend themselves to FCC termination dictates that
header modification or redesign be considered. Since the components
currently in use on D&C panels involve numerous suppliers, header changes
at the supplier level may be prohibitive from a procurement lead-time
standpoint. fhe alternative then, was to develop methods of adapting existing
component headers to make them compatible with hard or soft termination
of FCC. The termination concepts chosen for the feasibility study (fabrica-
tion and test) can is utilized in conjunction with component redesign of the
supplier level or by modification to existing component headers at t'.^ user
level. Component header modification by the supplier would seem to offer
the most practical approach to FCC / component termination on a production
basis and would lower component cost, eliminate intermediate terminations,
reduce handling and testing of evmponents, and result in lighter weight.
e
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hiANU PACT 1111ING FABRICATION TECHNIQUES
The NR Advanced Manufacturing Development Department provided
manufacturing* support for the development of FCC terminations at
electrical components.
During; Phase I of the contract, numerous experiments were per-
formed in order to esta yli'sh suitable processing techniques.
In the Phase II effort the feasibility models were fabricated as proposed
in the Phase I report with the exception of the use of an FCC/EFC transition
for the circuit breakor wirin^z as opposecl.t;o a3 single length d£ EI~"C. as pro=
posed in SD 70- 304.
#TOOLING
The tooling concepts were selected based upon the limited number of
hardware end items, tolerance requirements, and-ease of processing.
Engineering drawings and sketches were used- to generate tool drawings and
develop fabrication processes,
Male-type molds for polyimide 1ousings (relay and indicator headers)
were machined from aluminum and used as layup and caring tools. These
wire stick-type molds which permitted layuls and cure of long . pieces of
polyimide which were subsequently cut to length and dressed. The relay .
and indicator adaptor polyimide housings were closed-end type and were
fabricated individually.
Templates were' made for use in sizing and forming of the bervllia. acxa.
copper sheet metal brackets.
Two-piece Plexiglas dies were machined for molding of they silicone
sealas for the relays and indi ators.
Close tolerance match-drilled, multi:-purpose tools were made for
relay and indicator buildup. The adapter encapsulation tools were made. of
teflon. The header encapsulation tools (two piece) cousistod of--a- tefl.e 
body with an aluminum backing plate which contained #tool plus, f*r
positioning the socket contacts.
{
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copper during; the heat t r( • at operation.	 0
FABRICATION
1'CCEFC and
The circuit breaker FFC was fabricates) in short 1(-nt!th-.,
	
the• ends;
were subsequently str ipped of insula tion, 	 -ind a five-font Ivrwth of two
concuctor VCC (equivalent AWG 20) was resistance spot-welfled to th(' 1-:1"C
^-	 conductors.	 The EFC/FCC splice was then insulated with Kapton typ(• I . film
consisting of 2-mil thick Ka P ton with a 2-mil FFP backing.,
The experimental EF'C for the relay posed a problem due to the thick-
ness (0. 0216 inch) of the IA-ounce sheet upper circuitry.
	
Since insulation
(Kapton/FFP) was requi reel on only one side of the circuitry, the individual
circuit conductors lifter] off during folding of the FFC,. 	 This problem was
resolved by treating the sheet copper with ail
	
conversion coatine to
enhance the Kapton/FEP to copper bond.
	 The use of immersion etch
methods of the 16-ounce copper proved unsatisfactory, 	 resultint.L, in extreme Q
undercut of the circuitry. 	 A suitable etch factor was obtain(-(] through use
of a special etchant in conjunction with a vertical spray etch technique.
Two types of FCC were procured and used to terminate to the Phase II
feasibility models.	 The 20 gauge cables contained twelve unplated 0. 007- by
0. 114-inch copper conductors.	 The 25 gauge cables consisted of nine
unplated 0.004- by 0.062-inch copper conductors.
	
The required number of
conductors for each component was slit out of the cable, and the insulation
for each cable was stripped mechanically.	 The bare conductors of each
cable were then tinned using an immersion tinning solution and then sub-
jected to a physical examination and electrical test.
Polyimide Housing
The polyimide material was cut to proper siie and formed over the
tool allowing excess material on the "trim end" of the adapter housings.
After curing, the housings were rernoved from the taoling and trimmed to
length and slit where necessary for FCC ingress.
Sealing Gaskets
RTV silicone rubber was prepared for fabrication of scaling gaskets
using mixing ratios recommended by the manufacturer.. The mixture vvas
20
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poured in the female portion of the seal mold and the top cover indexed andr j
clan into position and subjected to a t^. ^^ - hour pre cu re. Subsequently,
each seal was removed from the mold, placed on a clean aluniinuni tray,
and given a24-hour final cure cycle.
Component B rackets and Spring Clip Contacts
Beryllium copper sheet in the annealed condition was cut and formed
to make brackets for the indir.ators, relays, and switches. The switch
spring clip contacts were cut into strips and formed on the multi-pin forming
die. Final length trimming was accomplished after forming. All the
brackets and contacts were heat-treated at 600 F for 3 hours and, subse-
quently, nickel -plated ( approximately 500 micro -inches). A • gold flash of
approximately 100 micro - inches was applied over the nickel plate on the
spring clip contacts.
Component Test Panel
A piece of 2024-T3 aluminum alloy sheet was sized and cutouts made
to accept the switch, relay, circuit breaker, and event indicator components.
Z'he bare panel war anodized after masking off specific areas for electrical
grounding,
Switch Spring Clip Contact Retainer Assembly
The gold-plated beryllium copper switch spring clip contacts were
placed in the contact retainer blocks and aligned. The mating surfaces of
the blocks were then coated with a bonding agent and sealed together. A
small amount of epoxy was used to effect a seal between the Clip contacts
and the retainer blocks. The assembly was checked for possible encapsulant
leakage by placing distilled water in the recess around the• clip contact.
FCC to Switch Adapter Contact Termination
The exposed surfaces of the assembled clip contacts were tinned and
•	 the FCC conductor ends positioned vertically above the contacts and soldered
to the tinned contact surfaces. Some folding of FCC conductors was required
to assure proper alignment and to permit the cable to protrude through the
adapter housing when installed prior to encapsulation. All operations occur-
ring after the contact retainer blocks were sealed were accomplished with
the retainer assembly mated to the switch terminals.
1
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Component IIeader, EFC/Pin Contact Assembly
The relay and event indicator header FFC was positioned on the	 U
shortened component terminals and soldered in place. The FFC was then
folded up 90 degrees on either side and the modified pin contacts placed ill
a teflon tool, positioned with respect to the EFC and then butt-soldered in	 4+
place. After all contacts were terminated to the FFC, the folding was
completed and contacts checked for alignment.
FCC Adapter, EFC/Socket Contact Assembly
The relay and event indicator backing plate tools containing steel pins
and the teflon encapsulation tool were indexed together and the Socket con-
tacts engaged to the steel pins. The adapter EFC was positioned relative 	 Q
to the contacts and butt soldered in place. The EFC was then aligned to the
FCC and soldered. The FCC was then threaded through'the• polyimide
housing and retained for subsequent encapsulation.
Relay Solder Temperature Test
In order to maintain a. low profile on the modified relay headers, the
hook-type terminals were cut down to a height of 0. 050 inche s, 	 This
process, however resulted in removal of most of the heat dissipating sur-
face of the terminal.	 Since some of the relay terminals are terminated
internally with a soliier that exhibits a melt temperature of 430 F, a Solder
temperature rise test was performed on a representative relay to assess
the effects of soldering the EFC to the shortened terminals. 	 The relay
was disassembled,- and thermocouples were.installed at relay internal
solder joints corresponding to terminals X1, X2, A2, B2, C2, and D2.
(See Figure 9. ) The relay was then reassembled and the thermocouple
'	 wires brought out through a small hole in the case.
The first test of the relay configuration was to tin the individual
terminals using 60/40 alloy solder. The sequence used was to tin the
internally riveted terminals and then the internally soldered terminals to
allow maximum heat buildup (worst-case condition). 	 During the tinning
operation, the dwell time on each terminal was 2 to 3 seconds with
minimum delay from one terminal to the next. 	 (See Figure 9. ) Subse-
quently, 2. relay header EFC. was positioned and soldered to the instru-
mented relay terminals in the same sequence that the terminal tinning was
accomplished.
Dwell times during the EFC to relay terminal molder operation varied
(the soldering iron was removed when it was evident that an electrical
connection had been made). It appears that the EFC conductors provided
some additional area for heat dissipation during soldering. (See Figure 10,)
- 22 .
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After each test, a continuity check was made .
 on IIie test relay, :111,1
the internal solder joints wv re visually inspected after 	 holde ring. ::to
defects were encountered.
It was determined that st rict p rocedu rem for soldering t liv P: Vc t, ► I hfr
shortened relay terminals would reduce the temperatures at the internal
relay connections. Dwell time at each terminal was minimized, and a
15-second delay between terminations was effected. This approach was
used successfully on assembly of feasibility test components.
ASSOCIATED ACTIVITY
The Advanced Manufacturing Development Department (AjMDD) had
been conducting inte rnal research and development effort in the -area of V CC
preparation and termination. Data obtained from this parallel activity were
quite valuable in resolving some of the problems encountered. For example,
the splice welding of the circuit breaker F.FC, to FCC and its reinsulation
process was based upon recent research into maintenance and repair of FCC.
The AMDD supplied sophisticated equipment items to accomplish the
FCC stripping, slitting, soldering, and welding. Research is currently in
progress on a limited basis utilizing this and other equipment to further the
state of the art on such FCC fabrication processes; e. u., stripping Kapton
insulations utilizing laser techniques. This effort will include "spot
stripping" for individual FCC conductor repair or splicing;.
d
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Test Objective
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FEAS1l3IL;TY MODEL. TEST PROGRAM
The test program was divided into two sections--acceptance test,•
and development tests. The acceptance tests were performed upon all
(40) feasibility models during, or at completion of, model fabrication.
Development tests were then conducted upon 20 of the model:. to verify the
feasibility of the termination concepts selected.
The acceptance tests were performed on all feasibility models to
verify electrical integrity.
0	 Test Procedures
The acceptance tests included the following:
1. Component Examination and Identification. 	 L%boratories and
Test personnel visually examined , each corr.ponent, beat! er,t FCC adapter (switches, indicators, and relays, and circuit
breakers, for evidence of contamination or damage.	 Each
• component was identified numerically to aid in recording of test
data.
2. Dielectric Withstanding Voltage (DWV). 	 A DWV tent was run oa
each component (except event indicators), header asseirMy,
and FCC adapter assembly with a tent voltage of 175 vdc
' 3. Insulation Resistance (IR). 	 IR tests v%-ere run on each component.
header assembly, and FCC adapter assembly. 	 Test voltages
1 were as follows:
Relays	 500 vdc (component and component/header
assembly)
Switches	 100 vdc
Circuit breakers	 500 vdc
Indicators	 50 vdc (component and component/header
assembly)
Adapter assemblies 	 500 vdc 4
I
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4.	 Contact	 1) rod (C V	 ).	 A contact , voltage drop test was rule
on each component, except the indicators, (after terminal modi:ica.
tiun on relays and switches with a voltsY	 ^	 a of 28 vdc and a currentg
lord of 3 amperes.
S.	 Special Ope rational  Test.	 A special te. ti t was performed on the
event indicators only, since the internal circuitry would be
damaged by standard test voltages and currents. 	 The test +con-
sisted of insulation resistance tests at 54 vdc between all contacts
and the case and a functional test to verif) r that the indicator
operated in accordance with design requirements.
DEVELOPMENT TESTS
The primary test objective was to demonstrate that the structural
and functional integrity of the toot specimen terminations would not bn
degraded by exposure to specified dynamic, thermal, and climatic environ-
ments.	 The main criteria used to evaluate the electrical characteristics
of the specimen tern-nations included dielectric withstanding voltage,
insulation resistance, contact voltage drop, and discontinuity monitoring
toots.
Twenty feasibility models (five each of the relays, toggle switches;
circuit breakers, and event indicators) were mounted on an aluminum panel
(approximately 22 inches by 23 inches by 1/8 inch) to facilitate environ-
ental testing.	 The component panel-mounting hardware was torqued per
applicable specifications prior to environmental, exposure.	 The FCC was
supported and clamped to the panel surface daring component installation.
Round wire was soldered to the FCC harness to provide a simplified inter-
face with the test control panel.
	 ( Refer to Figure 7 for physical configura-
tion of the toot panel.)
	 .
• t Procedure	 •
i A detailed test, procedure was prepared by Laboratories and Test
personnel in accordance with Engineering requirements.
	
Ar; electrical
test control panel was fabricated and wired to facilitates performance testing
during development tests.
	 The development tests were performed in the
following sequence:
1.	 Initial s ecimen examination. 	 Before development tetiting began,
' the.t +est specimens and panel were visually • 	mined to doted4	
` and correct any detrimental defects or dicier* 	ties
7
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2.	 Performance test. 	 A complete performance test was performed
on the test panel.
a. Dielectric withstanding voltage test, 	 with a voltage. of
375 vdc on all relays, switches, and circuit breakers.
b. Iniulltion resistance, with test voltages of 500 vdc for
rela y s and circuit breakers and 100 vdc for switches.
C. Contact voltage drop, with a test voltage of 28 vdc and a
current load of 3 amperes on relays, switches, anal circuit
breakers.
d. A special operational test conducted on all indicators and
consisted of insulation resistance test at it voltage of 50 -.,dc
and a functional test to verify that the indicator operated
satisfactorily.
i
3, Thermal (high/lo-w temperature) test.
	 Thermal (high/low
temperature ► test was performed on the test panel at 40 F for
t 48 hours and 150 F for 48 hours.
4. Random vibration. 	 Random vibration test was performed on the
test panel in each of the three orthogonal axes at the following
levelb:
Le_	 vel 1:	 Acceleration spectral density .increasing at a rate of
3 db/octave from 20 to 200 Hz; constant at 0. 06 *g2 /Hz from
200 to 1200 Hz; decreasing at a rate of 3 db/octave from 1200 to
2000 Hz; 5, 0 (+0. 25,	 -0) minutes per axis.
Level 2:	 Acceleration spectral density increasing at a rate of
3 db/octave from 20 to 200 Hz; constant at 0. 06 g 2 /Hz from
200 to 6000 Hz; 10, 0 (+5,
	 -0) seconds. per axis.
5. Salt fog/humidity test.	 The test panel was subjected to a one-1 hour salt fog test at 95 F in a 5-percent salt solution and to ahumidity test for 72 hours with the temperature cycling between
60 and 125 F in a relative humidity of 95 percent.
6. Final complete performance test.	 Final complete performance
test' was performed to the same requirements as the initial
complete performance test.
1
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7.	 Vinnl speci men examination.	 Final specimen cxaminatit,n was
performed to nntt y And analvr• e the• e•frects or tlic • sieve - iopi'l iunt If-St
on the spec•inu•n.
8.	 Data review.	 The teHt data were revieweel in order to) . -rive at
conclusions an •e to make re •coninivndations.
DEV E LOPMENT TEST UFTAILS
The feasibility model development tests Wert- conducted by L.abe ► r.1-
tories and Trot and monitored throughout by IN-sign Engineering.
	 The test
panel with 20 feasibility models installed was turned 'ewer to I & T by
CManufacturing and the tu;'lowing twits were conducted.
Initial Specimen Examination
A preliminary visual examination of the test specimen panel was con-
ducted by Laboratories and Test and Engineering personnel to deturmine
the functional /physical configuration and condition of the assembly before
the start of environmental testing.
	 All defects or discrepancies that were
considered detrimental to the performance of the assembly during environ-
mental exposure were corrected.
Initial Complete performance Tests
	 •.
A complete perfdi mance ( electrical) test'consisting of dielectric
•	 withstanding voltage, insulation resistance, contact voltage drop, and
special operational checks for indicators was conducted on the 20 panel-
mounted specimens with FCC adapters mated before any environmental
•	 exposure and after the completion of all environmental testing.
	 IR and CVD
tests were conducted after vibration testing, ' and IR tests were performed
during humidity testing.	 A total of two DWV, seven IR, three CVD, and two t
special operational tests ,
 for indicators were performed during development
testing.
t• R
CVD measurements made during the development testing , included
the total voltage drop in all of the related test specimen circuitry ( FCC /EFC.
cc•m onent, test connections	 etc. ) in addition to the test setup %• irin	 andp	 ^	 	 K
control devices (switches, etc. ).
	
carrying the 3 - arnpe re test load at 28 vdc.
During; acceptance testing, CVD included only the component contacts
(3-ampere load).	 Thus, to maintain a continuity for correlation purposes,
the same terminology ( CVD) was used in both acceptance and development
tests.
D
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All performance test data and related information were recorcl yd in
the Laboratory Notebook, Nil Laboratory Memorandum Llt -7614 -3801, and
any test mrasurements greats-r or lass than-specified values ware identified
and tabulated to facilitate further analysis by Enginvering.
Tables 2 contains a mammary of all test anomalies ( vibration discon-
tinuity in excess of 70 microseconds, lit readings below 10 megohins,
DIVV readings in excess of 2 milliamperes) occurring during development
testing.
Table 2. Test Anomalies
M
Description
All circuit breakers, CB1 through
CB5, exhibited insulation resist-
ance readings below 10 megohms
during the 72-hour humidity test.
The lowest reading was 4 megohms.
Ration4le
The readings are typical of values
that have been experienced in pre-
vious tests on other programs
with rouna conductors on similar
circuit breakers and using identical
materials and processes for con-
formal coatine.
8
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Relays K1, K3, and K5 exhibited
ins slatioit resistance readings
below 10 megohms during the
72-hour humidity test. The
lowest reading was 3 megohms at
L00 vdc.
These relatively :ow values may be
attributed to bonding techniques
used for installation of sealing
gaskets or possible quality deficien-
cies in the sealing gaskets. The
gaskets use. * the same seal concept
as commonly used throughout the
connector industry and have been
proven in previous tests on other
programs. The more sophisticated
tooling and improved bonding tech-
niques that would be used on a pro-
duction basis would eliminate these
deficiencies. .
Circuit breakers CB3 and CB4 and
all relays, K 1 through K5, exhib-
ited discontinuities in excess of
70 microsecs during various phases
of vibration tests. The discon-
tinuities were randomly moni-
tored with a storage oscilloscope
and revealed a time duration rang-
ing from 80 to 150 micrusecs.
Since the examination of the test
panel, hookup and test specimens,
including the EFC /FCC weld joints
and the connection of the EFC to
the circuit breaker terminals,
revealed no defects, it is surmised
that the components were the
contributing factor to the discon-
tinuity.. As previously noted, test
model components 'us ed were non-
night ( red painted) hardware, to
minimize program hardware costs.
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Taole L. Test Anomaile s (Cant)
Des c ription Rationale
Flectrical short between two adapterRelay K2 had a "short" condition
between two adapter contacts, as contacts resulted from in LtI c q ate
descr ' bed in the final specimen space hetweer E:FC and cuntacts.
examination and data review section. Improved tooling and fabrication
techniques would elimi-iate this
condition.
Relay K4 indicated low IR readings Blown ( open) fuse in coil circuit on
(short condition) and excessive test setup panel.	 The.fuse was
leakage current during final DWV replaced and the relay operated
test across contacts that should be normally.
open when coil is energized.
Relay K5 (same as K4 above), Coil circuit determined to be open.
The cause was suspected to be an
overcurrept condition that occurred
during the initial performance
( electrical) test.
7hamber temperature controller This out -of-profile condition is not
stuck during humidity test, main- considered significant to the overall
taining chamber temperature at humidity test, since the specimens
117 F for approximately 9 heirs in did receive proper temperature
lieu of decreasing to 60 F over R cycling during the first ,end final
10-hour pe. iod. 24-hour periods of test,and mois-
ture was visible on the specimens
L_
throughout the test.
Thermal (Luw/High Temperature)_ Trot
After the completion of the initial complete performance test, the
specimen panel assembly was transferred to the dynamics laboratory fnr
random vibration exposure. However, because of schedule conflicts the
test sequence was changed to authorise the performance of the thermal test
prior to vibration exposure. The panel assembly was mounted in !- horizon-
tal position (with component wiring; facing up) in the temperature chamber
and subjected to the thermi6l test. The chamber temperature was decreased
from room ambient to 40 f5 F at a rate no greater than 5 degrees per
minute, and the chamber was mai'nt'ained at this temperature for a minimum
of 48 hours. The chamber temperature was increased to 150 t10 F at a
rate no greater than 5 degrees per minute, and this temperature was main-
tained for a minimum of 48 hours. Subsequently, the chamber temperature
30 -
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was deere.%iced to room alnhient conditions ai ,rt rate no ¢rrater than r, derrerk
per minute'. The post-thermal petI formancr test was waived to expedite the
starting of vibration testing. The paarl was re-n ► ovcd from the temperaturr
chamber and transferred to the dynamics laboratory for vibration testing.
Rardom Vibration
J
A special dynamic test fixture was designed and fabricated to
facilitate vibration testing. Special 1- by 3-inch spacer bars were used to
^l	 suspend the test panel ( FCC side facing up) ttrer inches above .the vibration
fixture surface. All mounting bolts were properly torqued before each axis
of vibrat.on testing. One control and ten response accelerometers were
used during vibration testing. The Apollo CSM Dynamics Group examined
and approved the entire vibration trst setup (including accelerometer types
and locations). The overall vibration test setup included all of the necessary
powt•r, control, instrumentation, recording, and analyzing components.
After completion of the bare fixture equalization (Test Run l) in the X
'(vertical) axis, the panel assembly was mounted on the vibration fixture for
exposure to random vibration. The specimen assembly was subjected
s'equentially to the following levels of vibration in er.ch of the three orthog-
onal axes:
Level 1. Acceleration spectral density increasing at a rate of 3 db/
octave from 20 to 200 Hz; constant at 0. 06 g 2 /Hz from 200 to
1200 Hz; decreasing at a rate of 3 db/octave from 120( to 2000 Hz;
5. 0 (+0.25, -0) minutes per axis.
ti Level 2.	 Accleration spectral density increasing at a rate of 3 db/
octave from 20 to 200 Hz; constant at 0. 06 g 2 /Hz from 200 to
2000 Hz; 10, 0 (+5,
	
-0) seconds per axis.
Selected specimen circuitry wa s monitored for discontinuity in excess
of 70 microseconds during all vibration tests. 	 (See Table 2 far a summary
r
of vibration test anomalies. ) 	 A total of 14 vibration test runs %c •as required
to complete vibration testing in three axes.	 The test panel was then trans-
ferred to the electrical laboratory to conduct the }lost-vibration performance
tests (IR and CVM
Salt Fog/Humidity Test
After the completion of the postvibration performance tests, the panel
assembly was suspended in a horizontal position (with the FCC wiring facing
up) inside the salt fog chamber to pc rform the one-hour sa'f fog test.	 A
five-percent (by weight) salt solution was added, the charr r ber was closed,
and the chamber temperature was increased to 9,5 f5 F.	 'To expedite starting
the humidity test, the performance of the postsalt fog IR test its the salt fog
chamber was waived, bince the humidity test required an initial IR test.
o
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The Pall( . ) wits installed in the tertrlw r:tture/Itirrrtidii y vlea ► ; , lio • r
in a horizont a l pomition (with ci)ntpon o nt wirints facinv, tip) and f xl,r ► 4# . d I#r a
72-hour humidity test. A clvvration from the pru tirribe • d Ir-rrll cranir • r . profil(
orcur t-t•d
 
du r ing the test when the tt • rrtpe•ratrtre contridicr pmntc r ' st.itr k'
during temperature derreast- and maintained the chamber te • rt ► pe . rattire at
approximately 117 V for .about 9 h„ttrH, inKtvad of drer( - aming t o 60 1'.
Four alt tests wvre performt-d (luring the hUmidit^ • test. (Se • e • 'fable 2
for a » ummary of humidity test anomalies. )
Fina l Complete Pe rformance Tests
A final complutu perfurmance test, (dined by the initial- r.e^mplr•te
performance test, was performed after cornpl(•tion of the c • nvtrr ►nme Mal
testing.
Final Specimen Examination
The panel was removed from the humidity chamber and transported
to then electrical laboratory for the final examination and data review.
Since the circuit breakers exhibited 1R readings . below 10 m( - Lohms
and CB3 and CB4 had discontinuities in excess of 70 microseconds (luring
vibration, the• conformal coating was visually examined and no defects- were
observed. The conformal coating on CB3 and CB4 was carefully removed
from the terminal connections, which were found to be'tight (lockwashers
fully locked). CB3 EFC /FCC welded splice insulation was peeled back to
expose the weld joints, which were found to be intact. All other circuit
breaker EFC/FCC welded splices were examined. CB? and CB4 exhibi'te'd
slight delamination of Kapton insulation over the weld joints; however, this
did not extend to the copper conductors. There was no .evidence of corro-
sion or faulty weld joints on any of the EFC /'FCC welded splices.
All component adapters were unmated and visually , exatnined, and no
defects were observed, with the exception of minor discoloration' on some
contacts, which was considered insignificant. ( See Table 2 for a summary
of all test anomalies. )
Data Review
A review of the data for the three CVD tests did not indicate any
definite trend or effect that could be interpreted as a permanent degradation
of component circuitry due to environmental exposiii - e. The C VD values
for the initial and final performance tests did not vary appreciably for any
of the components ( considering; the usual test variables' that normally affect
such measurements). Since the CVD readings obtair. %-c: during environmental
6
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testiii.g also represent the Kummation of the voltage drops of the test setup
and the specimen circuitry elements as previously identified, it is logical
to conclude that the actual CVD across the header/a^,apto+r assembly is
within a value range compatible with existing electrical design requirements.
The test data indicate that the current leakage values obtained during
the initial and the final DW V tests were less than two milliamperes for all
components tested, except the circuitry for relays K2 and K5. Subsequently,
it was determined that the continuity between relay K2, terminals B2 and
C2, was caused by D2 and D3 (unwired) contacts in the adapter shorting to
the FFC for adapter contacts C2 and B2, respectively. Continuity between
jj	 132 and C2 was completed through the normally closed contacts D2 and D31	 and inside the relay when the coil was deenergized. The same electrical
test had been performed separately on the K2 adapter and header /relay units
during the acceptance testing, but the "short" condition (as explained above)
will not.appear unless the FCC/adapter is mated to the header/relay ► unit.
It -xas also determined that the coil circuitry inside the K5 relay/header
assembly was open. After vibration exposure, relay K5 could not be
energized because of this open-circuit condition. The defects in K2 and K5
i	 affected both III and DWV testing.
•
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
EXISTING CO..) >NENT HEADER DESIGNS
As previously documented in the Phase I, concrpt development report
(NR SD 70 - 304, dated 15 April 1970), most existing small electrical
components are designed for termination with round conductor cable (RCC).
The header configurations utilize terminal designs, such as hook, eyelet,
flattened and pierced, turret, bifurcated, wire well, etc. , 	 suitable for use
with RC solder techniques, or screw-type terminations for use with RC
crimp or solder type terminal lugs. 	 In many instances, the heights of the
terminals are staggered to assist in RC termination, and odd center-to-
center spacings are employed since multi-conductor RCC usually has any
common insulation removed and the individual conductors routed to the
termination points.	 One of the prime features of FCC is the added strength
offered in small-gauge configurations in which the conductors are retained
within a common insulation, and component headers should be designed to
allow FCC conductors to be terminated while maintaining their common
insulation.	 For example, the header on the existing toggle switches could
be redesigned to incorporate butt-type solder terminals which would be
staggered in a pattern to allow six conductor FCC to be terminated by spot
removal of insulation on each conductor.
	 This header redesign could be
accomplished within the existing header envelope dimensions, although
other components rnight require w complete header redesign.
	
However, in
most instances this would not mean increasing overall size or weight.
	 Com-
ponent header redesign to utilize "soft termination" techniques, however,
would result in increased envelope -nd weight, although this same increase
would be involved whether FCC or RCC were soft-terminated.
D
As discussed in the tradeoff study section of this report, it appears
more practical to redesign component headers at the supplier level rather
than modify components at the user level on a productign program, unless
the usage is too small to warrant the supplier change.
This program has verified that both "hard" and "soft" termination of
FCC to existing small electrical components can be accomplished reliably,
but that large scale usage of FCC would probably merit component header
redesign,
1
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As pa-eviously noted in the Phase 1 report, other termination con-
cepts were. , evaluate ,cl in addition to those selected for test.	 Twu of these
concepts warrant further consideration but were not pursued in this pro-
gram because of a lack of a suitable connecter (receptacle) for mating to
existing, or proposed, -FCC-type (plug) connecting devices.
One method of termination is the modular concept, wherein groups of
components would be terminated to a rigid PCB. 	 The board would have
circuit patterns to allow the existing component headers (with modified
terminals) to terminate directly to the PCB. 	 The board would also contain
a circuit pattern for termination to an FCC receptacle. 	 The module would
1 have each component partially encapsulated to offer environmental integrit%
and component support. 	 The FCC cables would be soft-terminated to the
module through use of a mating connector (plug) similar to MIL-C-55544/5
or /7 (sec Figure 11).	 This concept would eliminate the need for individual
soft-termination devices at each component. 	 The modular concept also lean;
itself to use of RC ribbon cable, which could be terminated to a orniber of
existing RCC receptacles suitable for use with PCB's; than the ribbon cable
could be converted to FCC through the use of MIL-C-55544 type connectors.
The is econd termination concept is the one in which -each componentP	 P
would be redesigned by the supplier or modified by the user to accommodate
a light-weight receptacle/adapter which would mate with a standard-type
FCC plug similar to MIL-C-55544/5 or /7 (soe Figure 12). The receptacle/
adapter assembly would be an integral part of il he component, and the con-
tact members would be formed from the EFC conductors, thus- eliminating
additional solder or weld joints. It is envis :.oned that this concept could be
developed to reduce the overall height increase on the component to 1/2-inch
or less, with weight factors approaching closer to the present RCC/solder/
conformal coat system than the systems tasted in this program.
Both of these concepts offer promise for termination of FCC to small
electrical components but require development or availability of a suitable
series of FCC connecting devices not known to exist at this time.
Some preliminary design effort leas been completed toward development
of FCC connecting devices that would utilize the FCC conductor its -the contact
member in one or both halves of the connector (see Figures :3, 14, and 15)
and be suitable for use with the above termisiation concepts. Further develop.
ment effort in this area would enhance the use of FCC and minimize the
problems presently associated with its termination and interconnection, 	
ewhere modification of existing components is dictated by their termination
to FCC.
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Figure 11. Modular Concept; FCC Terminated to MIL-C-55544 Type
Connector; Connector and Components Terminated to PCB
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RELATED RESEARCH AND DE.VELOPMF.NT
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As more consideration is given to the ur g e of FCC as replacement for
RCC in space vehicle applications, it becomes necessary to analyze the
impact to both Fnginec ring and Manufacturing that nuty occur through the
unr of FCC. Research of existing application data for FCC, indicates a need
for an accelerated development program aimed at eliminating apparent gaps
in FCC process and application technology.
Work conducted by NR Space Division in the development of termina-
tion techniques for FCC to small electrical components has generated a
concurrent effort in acquiring knowledge in the arc-as of FCC preparation,
i. e. , cutting, stripping, slating, etc. Technology in there aspects of FCC
applications have received more attention from industry, since all usage 	 M
of FCC requires cable preparation prior to termination.
•	 eThe lack of adequate FCC assembly and installation technology and
the limited number of FCC connecting devices available was again made
apparent when Nk Space Division submitted a proposal on the use of FCC in
	 p
large solar cell arrays. The scarcity of suitable , connecting devices and
of assembly and installatiri, technology for space vehicle applications led
NR SFsce Division to determine the items requiring further development
before it is deemed feasible to phase FCC into space vehicle harness
applications. These items are listed as follows, not necessarily in any
order of priority.
1.	 Establish meaningful data on relating the current/temperature
characteristics of RCC to FCC in space environments.
	
A prime
advantage of FCC to replace RCC in space vehicle applications is
in the use of FCC constructions with smaller gauges where the
RCC gauges are being dictated by strength rather than current-
carrying requirements.
	
This re+elitres the development of *FCC
current/temperature data that c:-,i be correlated to the existing
RCC data available such as that used on the Apol!o Program.
Since this is one of the early decisions that must be made by
Engineering, this type of data must be established at the beginning
of a program.
2.	 Develop a wire data system adaptable to both RCC and FCC. 	 An
automated data system compatible to both RCC and FCC would be
preferable and must be instituted early in the prop ram at the
engineering level.
. e
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3.	 Develop FCC, prepa ration, assembly and installation processes,
and associated specifications.	 This would include processes for
1 stripping of insulation; slitting of conductors from basic cable;
tc-: • mination, assembly,	 and installation,	 including much items as
foldover of multi - layered cables, breakouts, clamping and/or
other retention techniques, etc. 	 Associated specifications would
ir , lode such items as FCC identification techniques, acceptance
test methods, harness fabrication and installation, and electrira!
test mothodu.
4.	 Compare cost of FCC versus RCC as related to low-volume
production programs, such as space station or shuttle, where a
limited number of vehicles will be fabricated. 	 The study would
F include cost compart:. on of the following;
a.	 RCC /FCC wire data systems
b.	 Additional training of personnel.
i .C.	 .Special tooling requirements
d.	 Material ( cable, termination devices, clamps, junctions, etc. )
e. Development of fabrication and installation processes.
f. Special test equipment.
6
. a
5, • Develop 4 series of FCC-to-FCC /RCC connecting devices with
environmental capabilities including moisture and humidity. The
problem of a lack of suitable FCC. connecting devices with envi-
ronmental capability is one which is cited in many articles on use
of FCC. It is likely that the lack of a firm market for this hard-
ware has caused a wait-and - see attitude on the part of connector
suppliers. If is felt that development of suitable hardware is
dependent on furnishing the supplier with either some firm
requirements' or designs which have been proven suitable for
future applications. It is safe to predict a favorable reaction
from the connector industry to any new developments that offer
FCC connecting devices with proven environmental capability.
6. Develop processes and techniques for repair and rework of FCC
using materials compatible with spacecraft environments. As
FCC is integrated into spacecraft usage, it will be necessary to
learn more about the techniques for rework and repair, since
the existing RCC methods will no longer be applicable.
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7.	 Establish the EMI capabilities of,, and requirements for, the use
of FCC and evaluate the capability of existing configurations.
The problems of EMI protection for FCC is an important one,
although most of the footage of wire and cable used on Apollo
consists of nonshielded constructions. 	 Existing data on the EMI
characteristics of FCC indicate it to be superior to the corre-
sponding RCC configurations, but the extent of EMI protection
necessary will be dependent upon system requirements and vehicle
configuratione
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ENCLOSURES
EZC-951170	 Modification Requirements for FCC Adaptation,
Components
E2C-951180	 Modification Requirements for FCC Adaptation, Pin
and Socket
F.2C-9 152	 Etched Flexible. Circuit, Component Side, FCC Adapter
E2C-95 .1151	 Etched Flexible Circuit, Harness Sicie, FCC Adapter
E2C-951160	 Gasket Seal, Electrical Components, FCC Adapter
EZC-95 .1210	 Assembly, Relay/FCC Adapter
E2C-95.1211	 Connector Assembly, Relay FCC Adapter
EZC-95 .1212	 Hetd-r Assembly, Relay, FCC Adapter
E2C-95 .1200	 At . ► embly, Indicator/FCC Adapter
EZC-95 .1201	 Connector Assembly, Indicator FCC Adapter
EZC-93 .1202	 Header Assembly, Indicator FCC Adapter
E2C- 95-1150 • Etched Flexible Circuit, Circuit Breaker
E2C-954100
	
Assembly, Switch/FCC Adapter
E2C- 95-1101	 FCC Adapter Assembly, Switch
E2C-93 .1103	 Modification Requirements for FCC Adaptation of Switch
EZC-95410 .1	 Electrical Contact, FCC Adapter, Switch
LzC-954300	 FCC Termination Test Panel
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